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Exhaust cover stabilizer for GasGas (Trial) 

building year 2011 or newer (including all necessary parts) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Enables you to fix the final exhaust cover of your GasGas-trial-
motorcycle durable and although elastic – preventative or for repair! 

You can repair the final exhaust cover although if plastics which held 
the fast nuts inside are broken! 

Never get a problem with the final exhaust cover again! 

Cool design! 

Assembly instruction on the backside!   (2011) 
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Assembly instruction! 

Remove the dirt from the exhaust. Proof whether you can move the ring shaped part 
of the stabilizer on the aluminium exhaust-hose or not. It may be damaged in case of 
a fall. Maybe you have to file or bend it a little with a tong (the alu-exhaust-hose).  

How to mount if the final exhaust cover is unimpaired! 

Unloose all Screws of the final exhaust cover. Remove the furthest screw and push 
the exhaust cover into the original position. Put the exhaust stabilizer onto the alu-
exhaust-hose and move it - so you can mount the new screw (M5 x 12) and fix it. 
Now bore through both 4mm drill holes and mount the 4mm blind rivets.  

Fix all screws – ready for race! 

How to mount if the final exhaust cover is damaged! 

Unloose all Screws of the final exhaust cover. Push the exhaust cover into the 
original position. If it is not possible remove the final exhaust cover complete and 
remove all screw-parts which are not necessary. Now push the exhaust cover into 
the original position again. Put the exhaust stabilizer onto the alu-exhaust-hose and 
move it - so you can mount the 5mm blind rivet into the bore of the M5 screw. Now 
bore through both 4mm drill holes and mount the 4mm blind rivets.  

Fix all other screws – ready for race! 

How to disassembly the exhaust stabilizer for replacing the exhaust packing 
wool! 

Drill out the heads (only the heads) of the blind rivets. Remove the Exhaust stabilizer. 
Push the remaining parts with a nail punch into the exhaust. This remaining parts will 
be removed with the exhaust packing wool. 

 

 

 

  

Screw M 5x 12 or  

blind rivet 5mm 

Blind rivets 4mm 

Remove this  tapping  screw  

– it is not necessary again 


